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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In NSW the accommodation sector directly employs 20,700 people, which is 13% of total tourism employment and accounts
for $4.17 billion, or 12.6% of total tourism consumption. However, the accommodation sector in regional NSW is performing
poorly.
The objectives of this paper, in so far as an evidence base exists, are to identify the reasons for that poor performance and
where possible, the market segments and destinations that are under performing. Based on this evidence recommendations
are advanced through which performance may be improved.

The 2020 Vision
The Australian Government’s 2020 Tourism Industry Potential calls for overnight visitor expenditure to reach between $115
billion and $140 billion. Similar to the 2020 Tourism Industry Potential the NSW Government adopted a goal of doubling
overnight visitor expenditure from $18.3 billion in 2009 to $36.6 billion in 2020.
The NSW Government’s goal of doubling overnight visitor expenditure is getting out of reach, half of the expenditure has
historically come from regional NSW, a market which has more than half NSW’s visitors but less than half NSW’s visitor nights;
and is a market which is expected to decline in market share.

Improving Performance Outcomes
The evidence provides a clear indication that hotel occupancy rates and subsequent performance will only improve in regional
NSW if more visitors stay overnight in hotels. Currently the share of NSW’s visitor nights in regional NSW are 45%, with trends
projecting a further decline to 40.2% by 2022-23. With regional NSW visitor expenditure accounting for 44.8% of NSW in
2012-13, the situation puts the NSW Government’s 2020 goals at serious risk of not being achieved.
Therefore, attracting visitor markets that stay in hotel accommodation (e.g. business through business events), converting
day trippers to overnight stays, converting those visiting friends and relatives to stay in hotels and persuading visitors to stay
longer, is essential to increasing tourist expenditure to meet the
2020 Potential.

Recommendations
The key recommendations that have been identified to boost demand for and supply of accommodation have been drawn
from consultation with seven high potential, regional catchment areas in the state – Blue Mountains, Central Coast, Coffs
Harbour, Hunter Valley, Newcastle, Port Macquarie, Wollongong.
• Improve the reasons to visit regional NSW, stay overnight and stay longer through enhancement of tourism infrastructure
- access (transport), attractions (natural and manmade) amenity, accommodation and awareness. To determine what
tourism infrastructure is required a product gap audit is necessary to match products to markets and identify what
products are missing. These missing products should be clearly identified in destination management plans.
• Diversify targeted visitor profiles by increasing focus on business events, with a particular focus on the regions within
2 hours of Sydney that have the infrastructure. To attract investment and ensure accommodation providers in regional
NSW have a sustainable business long term it is vital that there is growth in the business events market, which has the
potential to fill the mid-week troughs. NSW Government funding is required to assist in this as occurred in the past and
as occurs in Queensland and Victoria. Diversification of tourism activity away from domestic leisure tourism ultimately
provides economic security for associated businesses and workers.
• Address barriers to investment by improving local authority planning and the availability of accurate and current data.
Achieving on ground outcomes in terms of tourism infrastructure projects should be a clear goal of the planning regime
especially when it means investment and jobs to regional NSW areas. Current publicly available data on tourism activity
and accommodation profiles are provided by TRA and ABS. These data sources need to be refined and improved if they
are to be of maximum value to investors; and the economic value of the accommodation sector and tourism needs to be
understood by all stakeholders so as to facilitate investment decisions.
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TOURISM PERFORMANCE IN REGIONAL NSW
2020 Target
The Australian Government’s 2020 Tourism Industry Potential1 calls for overnight visitor expenditure to reach between $115
billion and $140 billion. Similar to the 2020 Tourism Industry Potential the NSW Government2 adopted a goal of doubling
overnight visitor expenditure from $18.3 billion in 2009 to $36.6 billion in 2020. At the time this would require an annual
growth rate of 6.5%.
In the year to December 2011 overnight visitor expenditure was $19.3 billion, increasing the annual growth rate to 7.4% to
achieve the 2020 goal. In the year ending March 2014 total overnight expenditure reached $22.1 billion, again increasing the
annual growth rate to 8.7% to deliver the NSW Government’s goal.
Fig. 1 NSW Government’s overnight visitor expenditure goal is getting harder to achieve

•
•

In 2012-13, around 60% of all tourist visitations were in regional Australia, declining from 61.2% in 2005-06. Visitor nights
in regional Australia in 2012-13 were 48.1%, down from 50.5% in 2005-06.
NSW’s share of 63.3%, in 2012-13 also declined from 64.1% in 2005-06; with visitor nights in Regional NSW representing
45.1%, down from 48.9% in 2005-06.

Fig. 2 63.3% of all NSW tourist visitation is in
regional NSW, slightly declining

•

•

Fig. 3 Visitor nights in regional NSW are 45% of NSW,
but decline to 40.2% by 2022-23

Whilst TRA average annual growth forecasts to 2022-13 show NSW visitor nights increasing by 3.6% annually, a growth
differential between city of 5% and regional NSW of 1.7% per annum exists; reducing potential share of visitor nights in
regional NSW to 40.2%.
Furthermore, in 2012-13 visitor expenditure in regional Australia was 44.8% of Australia with the share being higher in
regional NSW at 49.3% of NSW.

This situation puts the NSW Government’s goal of doubling overnight visitor expenditure at considerable risk when
historically half of the expenditure has come from regional NSW.
1

Australian Trade Commission (2014). Tourism 2020. Accessed from www.tourism2020.gov.au.
NSW Trade & Investment (2013). Final Report of the Visitor Economy Taskforce. Accessed from
http://www.business.nsw.gov.au/doing-business-in-nsw/industry-action-plans/visitor-economy.
2
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TOURISM MARKET PERFORMANCE
Six in ten (61.7%) visitors to regional NSW are domestic day trippers, 36.8% are domestic overnight visitors and only 1.5% are
international visitors, the worst of any state except regional Victoria. International visitor share in Sydney is 9.5% meaning
relatively little regional dispersion.3
The visitor night mix in regional NSW is 85.7% domestic overnight and 14.3% international, the lowest region in Australia
except regional South Australia and Victoria.
Fig. 4 Regional NSW 2nd highest domestic overnight
visitor share, 2nd poorest international share

•
•
•
•

Fig. 5 Regional NSW has one of the lowest shares of
international visitor nights

Holidays are the predominant purpose for domestic overnight visitors to regional NSW (54.7%) but business purposes are
half that of Sydney (21.3% v 10.8%).
Compared to other regions, regional NSW has the highest proportion of domestic overnight visitors visiting friends and
relatives (30.4%).
Domestic overnight visitors’ average length of stay by purpose gives insight into which visitor markets stay longest. In
most areas those on holidays stay longer, followed by VFR and business.
Business nights are longer in regional NSW (2.9 nights) than Sydney (2.0 nights) but are shorter than most other regions
except regional Tasmania (2.6 nights).

Fig. 6 Regional NSW highest share of VFRs,
second lowest for business

Fig. 7 Holiday average length of stay 3rd best in
regional NSW, VFR and business 2nd lowest

3

The major source of data for tourism analysis in Australia comes from Tourism Research Australia’s (TRA) National Visitor Survey (NVS) and International
Visitor Survey (IVS). The NVS is a substantial annual survey of 120,000 Australian residents, even so there are many small areas and data stratifications that do
not have statistics for publication due to small sample sizes. The IVS samples 40,000 departing, short-term international travellers aged 15 years and over who
have been visiting Australia. The same issues arise with the IVS as the NVS. The data in this section relates to the 2012-13 financial year.
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•
•

Although domestic overnight business visitors spend more per night, the low proportion of business visitors to regional
NSW compared to other Australian regions means this share is also one of the lowest.
Regional NSW also had the second lowest expenditure share of domestic overnight visitors on holidays (61.2%) and the
second highest for visiting friends and relatives (VFR) (21.1%).

Fig. 8 All overnight visitors spend more in
regional NSW than other eastern states

•
•

Fig. 9 Regional NSW had the 3rd lowest domestic
visitor business expenditure share

Only 35.6% of domestic overnight visitor nights in regional NSW are in hotels, with most of the balance spent in the home
of a friend or relative.
The number of business event visitor nights spent in regional NSW has declined by an average annual rate of 2.5%
over the last decade; and by 6.7% per annum since 2005 when regional business events funding reduced. Victoria and
Queensland both provide funding for regional business events and have performed better than regional NSW.4

Fig. 10 Regional NSW commercial
accommodation share slightly above SA & VIC

Fig. 11 Business visitor nights declined in regional
NSW by 6.7% since event funding ceased in 2005

The nature and performance of the tourism market in regional NSW compared to other regional areas of Australia presents
a number of challenges:
• Regional NSW has a higher share of domestic overnight visitors but a smaller share of international visitors indicating a
need for more international dispersion from Sydney.
• Domestic overnight visitation for VFR purposes is the highest share of all regions and business purposes is the lowest,
and the average length of stay for both these purposes is the second lowest. This means further diversification of the
visitor profile is necessary.
• Daily expenditure by all visitors in regional NSW is the highest of the eastern states, yet for domestic visitor business
purposes the expenditure share is less than Victoria and South Australia. This lends further evidence for visitor profile
diversification.
• Business event visitor night share declines, associated with a reduction in government funding, is contributing to reduced
visitor diversification and needs to be reversed.
4

AEC (2013). NSW Business Events Economic Assessment. Report prepared for TAA NSW.
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ACCOMMODATION MARKET PERFORMANCE
The supply of hotels, motels and serviced apartments5 (hotels) in Australia has increased over the last ten years by a modest
6.1%. NSW’s share has decreased slightly from 33.8% to 32.7% with only 35 new establishments (growth of 2.6%) - an average
of 5 per annum.
The number of rooms has increased by 13.7% nationally and by 10.9% in NSW; with growth in regional NSW behind that of
regional Victoria and regional South Australia.

Fig. 12 Room growth has been similar in Sydney
& regional NSW

•
•

Fig. 13 Regional VIC and SA both had room growth
higher than regional NSW

Occupancy has generally improved but there is considerable variation between capital cities and regions. Sydney for
example increased from 64.2% in 2003 to 77% in 2013 whist regional NSW barely moved from 48.6% to 49.7%.
Variation exists inside regional NSW itself, with holiday destinations performing below urban areas.

Fig. 14 A lack of hotel occupancy growth is
evident across regional Australia

Fig. 15 Urban destinations generally have higher hotel
occupancy & growth in contrast to holiday destinations

5

The data analysed here is from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Survey of Tourist Accommodation, Australia, Cat. No. 8635.0. It only covers hotels,
motels and serviced apartments with 15 or more rooms. This creates difficulties for regional market supply estimation as there are generally many smaller
establishments in regional areas that do not get counted or, there are too few with 15 or more rooms that confidentiality issues prevent publication. The
publication ceased in June 2013 and has moved from a quarterly to an annual publication meaning a six month lag in data availability and a year between
publications which is unsuitable for investment decisions. The data in this section refers to June Quarter 2013 to the change from June Quarter 2003 to June
quarter 2013.
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•
•

•

Average daily rate (ADR) growth in nominal terms in regional NSW was 35.9%, regional Western Australia (68.3%) and
regional South Australia (53.2%) grew faster.
With an ADR of $129, regional NSW is more competitive than regional Queensland ($142). Blue Mountains ADR is on a
par with Sydney ($192) and all areas studied are higher than regional NSW ($129) with the exception of Coffs Harbour
($107).
ADR growth over the last ten years has been highest in Newcastle (37.5%) and lowest in Hunter Valley (11.9%).

Fig. 16 Regional NSW ADR is more competitive
than all regions except VIC & SA

•

•

Revenue per available room (RevPAR) is reflective of ADR and occupancy. Hotels in Australia recorded 59.3% growth in
RevPAR to $101.This was lower than Sydney (66.1% to $148) but higher than NSW (56.5% to $104). Regionally, Western
Australia ($92), Queensland ($81) and Tasmania ($80) all had RevPAR substantially higher than regional NSW ($64).
In regional NSW destinations Newcastle ($108) and the Blue Maintains ($94) has the highest RevPAR whilst Coffs Harbour
($60) and Central Coast ($67) were the lowest.

Fig. 18 Regional NSW RevPAR is better than VIC,
SA & TAS but behind QLD, WA & NT

•
•

Fig. 17 Newcastle had highest growth (37.5%) and
Coffs Harbour the lowest (11.9%)

Fig. 19 RevPAR growth in all destinations (ex
Newcastle) less than Regional NSW average

Seasonal variation, measured through variations in ADR, is volatile in individual destinations; and catering for seasonal
peaks and lows requires operational changes.
While Sydney has had an average ADR variation of 12.2% over the last six years; regional NSW has experienced a notable
variation across its regions.
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Fig. 20 Variation in ADR from seasonal peak to
trough can be substantial

Fig. 21 Seasonal variation in ADR even more extreme
in regional NSW destinations

Summary Accommodation Market Performance
•
•
•
•

Occupancy has either reached a plateau or declined in some NSW destinations.
ADR has shown less growth in regional areas than in cities, but ADR in regional NSW remains more competitive than
other regions of Australia.
RevPAR has had poor outcomes in regional NSW v other regions and in some destinations.
Seasonality remains a big issue particularly in holiday destinations.
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CHALLENGES FACING NSW MARKET PERFORMANCE
Hotel occupancy and resultant performance will improve in regional NSW with more visitors saying overnight in hotels. This
means attracting visitor markets that stay in hotels (e.g. business), converting day trippers to overnight stays, converting VFR
to stay in hotel accommodation and persuading visitors to stay longer. New hotel supply is unlikely until occupancies consistently achieve over 65%, hotels can reduce or control costs and other barriers to investment are addressed.

Improving the Reason to Visit
To attract visitors by giving them a reason to visit, stay overnight and stay longer, improvements to tourism infrastructure,
namely access (transport), attractions (natural and manmade) amenity, accommodation and awareness are required.
• A product gap audit6 is required to determine what tourism infrastructure is necessary with the word product taking
a wide meaning. Missing products should be targeted for retention or growth of existing markets; or attracting new
markets that are under-represented.
• Destination Management Plans (DMP) represent best practice and ensure a comprehensive and well-founded strategic
approach to support growth in the visitor economy.
• A review of DMPs in selected regional NSW found that most incorporated very broad strategies with little in the way
of specific actions, timelines, responsibilities or measureable outcomes. In some regions, DMPs are perceived as
administrative activities rather than as useful strategic documents.
• Delivering destination management is the key activity that a tourism region can undertake. More often than not there is
a public sector component to tourism infrastructure that, if funded, can lower the risk profile of the investment or deliver
much wider economic benefits that the cost.

In Queensland a slightly different approach to destination planning has been taken. Previously called Tourism Opportunity
Plans, now called Destination Tourism Strategies, these are focused toward identifying catalyst and tourism infrastructure
projects that will act as a springboard for a range of other investments.
In contrast, NSW DMPs vary greatly in their focus, often with objectives that are unmeasurable and therefore difficult to
assign funding to.

The NSW Government is committed to improving regional infrastructure. The Regional Visitor Economy Fund and the recent
announcement of a $110 million Regional Tourism Infrastructure Fund is intended to see monies directed into infrastructure
aimed at driving additional tourists to the regions.
Destination consultation noted that current funding processes are overly complex and lacking transparency with no ability
to secure quarantined or contestable funding for periods greater than 12 months.

Diversifying the Visitor Profile
To boost hotel performance, there is a need to convert domestic day trips to overnight stays and conversion is directly linked
to improving the reason to visit. Regional dispersal of international visitors from Sydney to regional NSW is desirable and
whilst also related to tourism infrastructure it is probably more relevant to promoting experiences sought by the international
traveller.

6

See AEC (2011). Barossa Product Gap Audit. Report prepared for National Long Term Tourism Strategy Investment and Regulatory Reform Working Group,
South Australia Tourism Commission and Tourism Barossa Inc. Accessed from
www.austrade.gov.au/Tourism/Policies/National-long-term-strategy/Tourism-strategy-publications.
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A positive correlation between the percentage of business visitors and percentage of visitors staying in hotels indicates that
if there is a higher percentage of business visitors, then the percentage of visitors staying in hotels will be higher, especially
during mid-week troughs. Diversification of tourism activity away from domestic leisure tourism ultimately provides economic
security for associated businesses and workers.
Consultations in destinations further reinforced the important potential of business events to driving visitor diversity
and purpose of travel; as well as supporting regional visitor economies and smoothing the seasonality that typifies most
destinations.
Business events visitors will also help to raise brand awareness further to increase demand.In recognition of possible benefits
from government support, both Queensland and Victoria provide funding for regional events, putting regional NSW at a
competitive disadvantage.
Tourism Events Queensland supports business events through an International Bid Fund and direct financial support to
the six Queensland Convention Bureaux (specific funding details are not published). The Bureaux sit under the Regional
Tourism Organisations, and therefore benefit from broader marketing initiatives as well as direct funding.
Tourism Victoria provides funding to Business Events Victoria (The previous allocation of $1.0 million from 2010-2014
has been renewed, with $1.2 million allocated for the four year period 2015-19) for resources to support regional
business events.

Reducing Costs of Operation
As service providers, the operating costs of hotels are dominated by labour costs. These businesses also run 24/7 and
therefore face the additional costs of penalty rates as part of normal trading. The ABS (Cat. No. 6291.0) indicates labour costs
constitute around 34.2% of accommodation service costs (the largest single cost factor), compared to about 24.9% for other
services.
Whilst the direct cost of employment is exceptionally high in Australia there are a number of indirect labour costs that place
an increased burden on regional hotels including workforce pressures (i.e. attracting and retaining workers in regional areas,
and in some areas access to training, accommodation and public transport) and penalty rates. TAA is active in advocating in
these areas.

Addressing Barriers to Investment
Local authority planning is often seen as a significant impediment to the tourism sector with lengthy planning delays having
real associated costs (notably the cost of holding finance). Achieving on ground outcomes in terms of tourism infrastructure
projects should be a clear goal of the planning regime especially when it means investment and jobs for regional NSW areas.
Current publicly available data on tourism activity and accommodation profiles are provided by TRA and ABS. TRA data is
based on samples; sample sizes, however are small and prone to significant error margins and ABS data was reduced to
annual collection from 2013. These data sources need to be refined and improved if they are to be of best use to investors
and decision makers.
Similarly the economic value of the accommodation sector and tourism in regions needs to be understood by all stakeholders
so as to facilitate investment decisions.
The Victorian Government has shown initiative by having the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission explore
regulatory barriers and roadblocks to industry development and make recommendations to address them, including:
• Revising tourism development objectives and incorporating these into the State Planning Policy Framework.
• Implementing a strategic approach to land-use planning for tourism.
• Removing regulatory obstacles to private sector investment.
• Increasing the duration of leases.
• Streamlining development approval process for public lands.
The NSW industry would benefit from such a review.
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RECOMMENDATIONS…
In NSW the accommodation sector directly employs 20,700 people, which is 13% of total tourism employment in NSW and
accounts for $4.17 billion, or 12.6% of total tourism consumption. Improving the reasons to visit an area, stay in hotels, and
stay longer will boost the occupancy of hotels and improve their performance, leading in turn to new regional investment and
improved contribution to the economy.

…to improve the reason to visit
Product Gap Audits
Product gap audits are vital to maximising existing and future visitor markets. The Australian Government has already invested
in two pilot projects to demonstrate how to undertake and value add product gap audits.

Recommendation 1:
Regions need to entrench a systematic process (product gap audit) for identifying visitor economy infrastructure requirements
– especially smaller-scale projects which are less likely to be picked up as part of other government processes.

Planning
Following on from a successful completion of the process in Recommendation 1, Destination Management Plans can be the
vehicle for documenting and progressing tourism infrastructure.

Recommendation 2:
Specific visitor economy infrastructure requirements should be identified within Destination Management Plans, akin to
Queensland’s Tourism Opportunity Plans and should include a mix of smaller scale options and larger projects. The delivery of
these requirements should be the main focus of the Destination Management Plan; and Regional Tourism Organisation and
Destination Management Plan performance needs to be assessed on a regular basis to measure outcomes.
Recommendation 3:
The NSW Government should set a rolling review schedule for evaluation of state Regional Tourism Organisations and
Destination Management Plans to determine success and achievements, including: key demand indicators (visitors, nights,
and expenditure) and supply side indicators.

Delivery (Funding)
The allocation of funding needs to be simplified. A simple application and assessment process for significant regional projects
that have wider economic benefits, will facilitate applications and remove frustrations.

Recommendation 4:
A useful funding reform would be to simplify the application process for the Regional Visitor Economy Fund and to increase
the funding amounts for recognised significant regional projects. 7

7

It is noted that the NSW Government has recently announced that the 2014-15 Budget will include a $110m reservation in Restart NSW for a new Regional
Tourism Infrastructure Fund. The new Fund will help enable regional destinations to develop their full potential by investing in critical visitor economy
infrastructure, such as airport upgrades and cruise and rail trail infrastructure. Further details are yet to be released.
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…to diversify the visitor profile
Business Events
Increasing business events in regional NSW areas, with a particular focus on the regions within 2 hours of Sydney that
have the infrastructure, has the most potential to diversify the visitor mix and fill mid-week troughs thereby increasing the
proportion of visitor nights in hotels and spend. Regional business events need the same assistance enjoyed in other east
coast states.
Recommendation 5:
The NSW Government should restore a Regional Business Events Fund administered by Business Events Regional NSW (similar
to BESydney). Funded by a mix of state, local government and industry Business Events Regional NSW will restore and grow
the market share of business events in regional NSW, with a particular focus on the regions within 2 hours of Sydney that have
the infrastructure.
Business Events Regional NSW’s first task is to undertake an audit of event infrastructure in select regional destinations
including access, activities, facilities and accommodation. Business Events Regional NSW should operate similar to a
convention bureau representing regional destinations.

…to address barriers to investment
Planning & Regulation
Achieving on ground outcomes in terms of tourism infrastructure projects should be a clear goal of the planning regime
especially when it means investment and jobs to regional NSW areas.
Recommendation 6:
Co-ordinate between state and local government planning authorities and Destination NSW to assist planning policy and the
implementation of targeted tourism strategies for specific localities.

Data Availability
Availability of consistent and reliable data is essential at the regional level and will benefit a wide range of industries and
decision making.

Recommendation 7:
Destination NSW should build a business case for funding identification of improved and consistent data collection initiatives
for the tourism sector, focusing on measures required by investors. Support could be garnered from other State Tourism
Organisations.
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